Ducal Power & True Faith
Reformation and Counter-Reformation
Neuburg on the Danube
15.7. – 5.11.2017
The anniversary of the Reformation in 2017 offers the opportunity to present the history of the changes in faith of Pfalz-Neuburg in authentic settings. The beginning is represented by the Renaissance Count Palatine Ottheinrich with his palace chapel, the oldest Protestant church building ever. Under his successors, Pfalzgraf Wolfgang Wilhelm converted to the Catholic faith on religious grounds, but also principally on account of hereditary titles in Lower Rhine. With the support of the Jesuits, he established the Counter-Reformation. The effects of the Catholic revival will be on exhibition in the Hofkirche, in a new Treasure Room and at other historical locations that are not otherwise open to the public.

Ducal Power & True Faith
Reformation and Counter-Reformation

When: 15 July to 5 November 2017
Where: Neuburg on the Danube: Palace, Fürstengang and Hofkirche
Organizer: Neuburg Town Museum (Municipal Authority: Town of Neuburg and Neuburg Historical Society) in cooperation with the Bavarian Department of State-owned Palaces, Gardens and Lakes
Information: Exhibition Office Burgwehr A 119 86633 Neuburg Tel. +49 8431/53689-0 www.fuerstenmacht.de